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Purpose: To describe student learning when physical education teacher and students attempted to develop movement capability. Methods: The study reports on the implementation of a 10-lesson pedagogical sequence. Data were generated using observations, interviews, and student diaries with one grade 9 class (26 students aged approximately 15 years) as they developed juggling capabilities. Data were analyzed using the notion of corporeal thresholds. Results: Results show that (a) a “throw–throw–catch–catch” pattern emerged as a corporeal threshold for juggling within the sequence; (b) most learners had crossed the threshold at the outset and were able to experiment with different forms of juggling during the sequence; (c) some students crossed the threshold during the sequence. These students experienced liminal phases, characterized by frustration and an initial feeling that they were juggling in the “wrong” way; and (d) some learners became stuck, pretended to know what to do, and did not cross the threshold during the 10 lessons. Discussion/Conclusion: Three issues related to the threshold approach are discussed: student identity and group membership, the process of learning, and the emotional dimensions of movement learning. This study is concluded with reflections on the implications of the results for scholarship.
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Physical education scholars have considered how teachers can facilitate the development of movement capability at length (e.g., Chow & Atencio, 2014; Drost & Todorovich, 2013; Dudley, Okely, Pearson, & Cotton, 2011; Whitehead, 2001). Scholars working from a range of theoretical starting points have proposed principles, guidelines, models, and activities designed to assist teachers as they help their students to improve their motoric capacity (Barker, Aggerholm, Standal, & Larsson, 2018; Chow et al., 2006; Light & Wallian, 2008). Largely missing from this scholarship, however, are descriptions of what happens once such principles, guidelines, models, and activities are put into practice. We know little about the experiences of students as they learn new capabilities in the gymnasium, nor do we have a good idea of how they begin to move differently as a result of their experiences. The aim of this study is to describe student learning taking place in a physical education class when teacher and students attempt to develop movement capability. Principles related to the idea of threshold crossing (Meyer & Land, 2003) are employed as a framework for explaining critical aspects of the data related to learning.

Facilitating the Development of Movement Capability

The capacity to move in different ways constitutes practical knowledge. Within physical education research, this practical knowledge has been referred to as physical or motor “ability” (Theodoraki & Kampiotis, 2007), “motor skill competence” (Stodden et al., 2008), or more commonly “skill” (Avery & Rettig, 2015; Drost & Todorovich, 2013). For the purposes of this study, we refer to this practical knowledge broadly as movement capability and pedagogical attempts to improve people’s movement capability generally as movement education. We do not use movement education in Laban’s (1948) sense, but rather as a way to distinguish education that is concerned with learning to move, from physical education. For us, physical education often incorporates a greater range of outcomes relating to health, citizenship, and so forth. Both movement capability and different forms of movement education have garnered substantial interest in recent times (Barker, Bergentoft, & Nyberg, 2017; Light & Kentel, 2015; Renshaw, Chow, Davids, & Hammond, 2010). In this section, we examine three general “approaches”: (a) a direct instruction approach, (b) a nonlinear pedagogical approach, and (c) an embodied explorative approach. Two preliminary comments are warranted. First, although we propose three distinct pedagogical approaches, there is overlap. Second, we identified examples of movement education research that do not fit comfortably into any of these three approaches (Aggerholm, Standal, Barker, & Larsson, 2018; Barker et al., 2018). Space limitations mean that this work will be left undiscussed.
A first general approach has been referred to variously as a direct instruction teaching method (Drost & Todorovich, 2013), a “Demonstration—Explanation—Practice” model (Tinning, 2010), and simply as a “traditional” method (Chow et al., 2007; Kirk, 2010). The approach is reproduction in Mosston and Ashworth’s (2002) terms as teachers should provide a demonstration of the movement pattern to be acquired. Teachers should also make key features of successful performance explicit, give time for practice, and ensure that students receive feedback while they practice (Hall, Heidorn, & Waleh, 2011; Pedersen, 2014). The approach centers on teachers’ ability to discern, and help learners to eliminate, errors (Avery & Retting, 2015; Männistö, Cantell, Huovinen, Kooistra, & Larkin, 2006; Overdorff & Coker, 2013).

A small number of investigations provide a limited picture of student learning when direct instruction approaches are employed in physical education (Byra, 2000). Restricting their review to research involving controlled trials and preintervention and post-intervention tests, Dudley et al. (2011) claim that direct instruction is “the most effective [strategy] to . . . improve movement skills in physical education” (p. 354). Using a repeated-measures design, Pedersen (2014) concludes that even short bouts of deliberate practice can help children perform complex motor skills. These examples compare individuals’ initial performances with their final performances and thus tell us about the outcome of learning. They are, however, somewhat restricted in their capacity to tell us about the process of learning.

The second approach stems from a collection of related ideas referred to as a ‘dynamical systems perspective’ (Fischman, 2007), a ‘complexity theory informed’ approach (Jess, Atencio, & Thorburn, 2011; Light, 2008), and a ‘constraints led, nonlinear dynamical’ approach (Chow & Atencio, 2014; Renshaw, Davids, & Savelbergh, 2010). The central task of the teacher in this approach is to design situations in which pupils can find appropriate ways of moving. Renshaw, Chow, et al. (2010) propose that “the essence of the constraints-led perspective is to facilitate learning environments that provide controlled boundaries of exploration in dynamic settings through the provision of task constraints” (p. 125). As with the direct instruction approach, relatively few investigations have examined the practices that emerge when nonlinear pedagogies are employed to improve movement capability in physical education contexts.

Common threads of the third approach—an embodied explorative approach—are attempts to understand body and mind as one, and help learners become more sensitive to ways of moving (Light & Kentel, 2015; Whitehead, 2013c). Whitehead (2001) for instance, regards movement capability “not as a pure bodily capacity, [but as] a holistic engagement that encompasses physical capacities embodied in perception, experience, memory, anticipation and decision making” (p. 131). Nyberg and Carlgren (2015) also describe movement capability not as two distinct cognitive and bodily processes that occur in parallel, but as a singular process.

In terms of anticipated practices, Light and Kentel (2015) claim that teachers should help pupils to reflect on kinesthetic and technical aspects of movement. Nyberg and Carlgren (2015) suggest that experiencing variation in different ways of moving will lead to a greater appreciation of movement. In this respect, there is some similarity between embodied exploration and nonlinear pedagogic approaches. However, although nonlinear pedagogues at times stress the explorative nature of movement learning, exploration tends to be in relation to a specific movement pattern (in spectrum terms, reflecting styles F and G: Mosston & Ashworth, 2000). Learning in other words, is convergent, and exploration is about zeroing in on the “best” or most efficient technique. For us, this distinguishes the nonlinear pedagogic approach from an embodied explorative approach, which assumes that exploration is a divergent process and that increased efficiency is not the principal concern of movement education.

In a series of studies addressing physical literacy (Almond, 2013a, 2013b; Whitehead, 2013a, 2013b), Almond (2013a) further suggests that movement education “must engage all young people with challenges that will involve them and draw out their confidence and willingness to participate” (p. 67). Examinations of resulting practices are, however, relatively light on the ground. Both Dudley (2015), and Tremblay and Lloyd (2010) argue that researchers need to develop a better understanding of student learning if embodied pedagogies are to be employed successfully.

In brief, much of the research on movement capability in physical education falls into three general approaches that focus on conceptualizing practices rather than examining experiential processes of learning, and is analytic, rather than empiric. Although this work has significant potential to guide practice, it gives few insights into how movement education occurs in physical education classrooms. The current study begins to address this omission by examining what and how students learn while engaged in a learning sequence informed by an embodied exploration perspective. Importantly, pedagogical practices originating from all three approaches require critical attention. This study should, therefore, be seen as a contribution to a larger task of understanding practices of movement learning in situ. In the next section, we put forward a framework for thinking about movement learning that is consistent with embodied exploration and the idea that cognition and corporeality can be seen as “two sides to the same coin.”

Theoretical Framework: Movement Learning and Corporeal Thresholds

To conceptualize the process of developing movement capability, we draw on and extend the notion of conceptual threshold crossing (Meyer & Land, 2003). A conceptual threshold has been used to refer to an important idea within a given discipline that once grasped, opens up previously inaccessible ways of understanding (e.g., Cluider, 2005; Kiley & Wisker, 2009; Wright & Gilmore, 2012). In economics for instance, grasping “supply and demand” enables students to understand how economies work more generally (Meyer & Land, 2003). Although the term has quite strong cognitive connotations, change is generally not seen in purely intellectual terms. Indeed, a number of scholars employing the notion of conceptual thresholds stress that threshold crossing has transformative consequences in that it allows, sometimes even forces, learners to take on new identities (Lucas & Mladenovic, 2007; Meyer & Land, 2012). An individual who understands supply and demand becomes someone who “gets” economics, who sees themselves as a capable student of economics, and who may eventually go on to identify as an “economist.”

The notion of conceptual thresholds has been used in sport contexts (Barker, Barker-Ruchti, Rynne, & Lee, 2014), but to our knowledge, has not been used as a way of considering how people learn to move. In our view, and as we will show in the second part of the article, the notion of threshold crossing has considerable explanatory value in movement education contexts. Just as certain ideas open up new ways of seeing and being in the world, certain forms of bodily knowledge can be seen as generative and transformative. Learning to balance on a moving bicycle, for example, opens up opportunities to steer the bike, to turn corners, to brake and vary speed, and ultimately to develop an identity as a “bike rider.” Without the practical knowledge of being able to balance a bicycle in motion, however, possibilities to develop other
capabilities do not present themselves. In line with a practical view of knowledge, we use the term corporeal thresholds to refer to bodily knowledge that is necessary for learners to gain entry into, and develop further capability in, particular ways of moving. In this sense, we take a “participatory” approach to learning (Sfard, 1998).

Other characteristics of threshold thinking can be applied to movement capability. Meyer and Land (2012) suggest that once a threshold has been crossed, it is very difficult to “uncross.” In fact, cycling is often used as a case in point of irreversibility—one “never forgets how to ride a bike.” Second, as we have suggested, thresholds are “integrative” (Meyer & Land, 2012). Crossing thresholds offers opportunities for further understanding. Perkins (2012) refers to threshold concept epistemes, where individuals gain access to “a system of ideas or a way of understanding that allows [learners] to establish knowledge” (p. 42). Third, threshold crossing is often accompanied by a “liminal” stage (Meyer & Land, 2003), in which old ideas and practices are inadequate but new ones remain unclear or unavailable. This stage is characterized by instability and individuals often vacillate between knowing and not knowing. Finally, although crossing thresholds may sound enlightening and positive, Perkins (1999) notes that crossing may be troublesome and difficult. New knowledge may prove disruptive and appear counterproductive to successful functioning. In this respect, learning to move differently could be accompanied by a range of emotional consequences.

Methodology

This investigation explores processes around pedagogical innovation and learning and in that respect, it is similar to Ní Chroínín, Fletcher, and O’Sullivan’s (2015) work. We have drawn quite heavily on our own experiences of producing varied forms of qualitative data to examine learning in physical education contexts (Barker, Barker-Ruchti, & Pühse, 2013; Quennerstedt et al., 2014). In the below section, we detail the pedagogical sequence that we developed to structure the environment in which movement learning took place. We then explain how we produced data within this environment to address our research aim.

The Pedagogical Sequence

To begin our empirical task, we created an embodied exploration sequence with aims and activities that could be implemented in a physical education setting. The three authors drafted a plan of 10 lessons suitable for high school students. The overall aim of the sequence was to help learners improve movement capability in relation to juggling. In line with an embodied exploration approach (Light & Kentel, 2015; Nyberg & Carlgren, 2015), the learners’ general assignment was to develop a thorough appreciation of juggling. Juggling was selected because it falls outside a “mainstream sport” category, which has disadvantaged students without sporting backgrounds (Tidén, Redelius, & Lundvall, 2017).

In developing our embodied explorative pedagogical approach, we worked with theories of Ryle (2009) and Polanyi (1969, 2002) that concern practical and tacit dimensions of knowing. We started from the premise that movement capability comprises physical and mental practices (Ryle, 2009; Whitehead, 2013a) and that juggling involves a transaction between subsidiary awareness, focal awareness, and mover (Polanyi, 1969, 2002). In practice, the theoretical underpinning led the teacher responsible for the class to (a) provide students with opportunities to practice without imposing a pre-established, instructional framework; (b) adopt a curious attitude toward the students’ previous and current movement experiences; (c) allow students sufficient time to “dwell in” the movement; and (d) encourage students to alternate between focusing on isolated aspects of juggling and juggling as an integrated whole.

In terms of implementation, the first four lesson plans were based on station cards that the students could visit, collect inspiration and instruction from, and use to facilitate conversation and reflection. The station cards invited students to discuss different ways of juggling with one, two, and three balls, with scarves and hoops, with peers, with music, and in between practicing, reflect on what was difficult, helpful, frustrating, and so forth (see Figure 1). During these lessons, the teacher gave organizational directions to start and finish the lesson, circulated among the student groups asking content-related questions and providing encouragement, and attempted to keep students on task. Lessons 5–7 involved teacher- and peer-led activities. These activities were designed to give students opportunities to further dwell in juggling, discuss aspects of juggling with one another, and challenge themselves with new tasks. In these lessons, the teacher adopted a more directive role, demonstrating tasks to the students, and monitoring the students’ participation. The students used the final three lessons of the unit to prepare and present a group performance for the rest of the class. In these lessons, students were invited to help one another and demonstrate their new juggling capabilities. In these final lessons, the teacher reverted to the facilitator role that he occupied in Lessons 1–4.

Data Production

In this subsection, we describe four aspects of data production: the participants, the data production procedures, the data analysis procedures, and the ethical principles adopted in the investigation.

Participants. While the pedagogical sequence was being created, seven teachers from three schools near to the university where the project was based were contacted and invited to participate. The voluntary nature of participation meant that teachers who were interested in the project and felt that the project was in line with their school’s educational programs and scheduling requirements, agreed to take part. In this respect, sampling could be termed a combination of convenience and purposive (Berg, 2001). Two teachers from one of the schools agreed to participate. In the interests of analytic depth, this study reports on the results of the lessons with one of these teachers. The teacher—Jon (pseudonym)—had two and half years of teaching experience, all from the same middle- to upper-class, culturally homogenous (Swedish) school. Judging from...
our collaboration with Jon, he enjoyed experimenting with his teaching. He stated that he agreed to participate because he believed taking part would help him to improve. Jon selected one of his Grade 9 classes with which to conduct the investigation. Jon’s selection was based on his assessment of the appropriateness of the content of the pedagogical sequence in relation to the topics already covered by the class, and the capacity of the students in the class to work for a sustained period with juggling. The class contained 26 students (14 girls and 12 boys) aged 15 and 16 years who, in line with the school’s profile, were predominantly from middle-class, Swedish families.

Once Jon had agreed to take part, he was invited to look over the sequence plan and, in collaboration with the research team, decide which of the activities he would use and how much time he would dedicate to the activities. Jon was asked to take on a “facilitator” role during Lessons 1–4 and 8–10 and a directive role in Lessons 5–7. In accordance with Almond’s (2013a, 2013b) interpretation, we described a facilitator as someone who stimulated reflection and dialogue rather than instructed students directly, and continued to encourage the students to try moving in ways in which they were “not yet quite capable.”

Data production procedures. Data were produced using three methods: (a) observations, (b) student interviews, and (c) student diaries. During the sequence, observations were carried out by the three members of the research team. Two researchers circulated in the learning environment with chest-mounted GoPro video cameras (San Mateo, CA). These two researchers filmed individual students and groups of students, remaining with individuals/groups for approximately 5 min at a time. As part of the observations, one researcher also took field notes during the lessons. The notes focused on topics such as participants’ engagement with the tasks, moments when students appeared to make progress, and situations where students expressed emotion. Notes were both descriptive and reflective in nature and accounts of occurrences were recorded alongside impressions. Field notes were expanded in postlesson discussions with the other two researchers and in most cases, the participating teacher. The notes were then typed up by the note-taking researcher and sent to the other researchers for additional commentary.

The empirical work is most accurately described as “participant observation” (Angrosino, 2005) given that the researchers entered the lessons as “interested physical educators.” In addition to the observations (filming and field notes), the two researchers filming held a number of ethnographic-type conversations (Spradley, 1979) with the students during the lessons. These conversations involved questions about motives and evaluations (e.g., Why have you chosen this task? Which way do you find easiest?) and were captured with the GoPro cameras. One of the two researchers also conducted a series of more formal interviews during the seventh and eighth lessons with nine students who appeared either very comfortable or rather uncomfortable with juggling. Again, these interviews were recorded with the researcher’s GoPro camera. These interviews offered the students between 5 and 10 min to describe their experiences during the lessons and provide information about their movement experiences outside of physical education.

Finally, students were asked to keep learning diaries (Maijersdotter & Lundvall, 2009) in which they recorded their own reflections. Diaries were logged electronically using the school’s learning platform. Approximately 15 min of each lesson was devoted to diary writing and students used their phones to make entries. To structure the use of the diaries and to stimulate reflection, the students were asked questions such as: “what factors helped/hindered you in your learning today?” “did any problems arise when you were learning to move?” and “how do you typically solve problems during these learning sessions?” Questions were communicated either on paper instruction sheets, on the gym whiteboard, or verbally by the teacher.

Data analysis procedures. In line with the aim of the investigation, our general question of the data was, “how can the learning process be described?” This question drew attention to many aspects of the situation but in line with the notion of conceptual thresholds (Meyer & Land, 2012), we were particularly interested in moments where students appeared to understand or grasp an aspect of juggling. After adapting the idea to our data, we set about investigating how corporeal thresholds could be used to make sense of the data and what insights it could offer.

Practically, analysis involved working with the data from each lesson in several steps. As a preliminary step, we read the field notes taken during the observation of each lesson. The field notes provided a sense of how the lesson had proceeded and in several cases contained references to “aha moments” and student improvement. We then watched the film clips of each lesson and systematically coded all filmed occurrences including the ethnographic and more formal interviews on a minute-by-minute basis. To do this, we created a table in Word that contained the column headings: time, persons in frame, and description/code with 1-min intervals. We then completed the table while watching and rewatching the clips. The result was an extensive Word document that summarized all video footage of the lessons (i.e., not just the footage involving threshold crossing). With this process completed, we went back to the film segments that had a description relating to threshold crossing to watch again. Rewatching involved multiple screenings, during which we noted aspects such as what the threshold crossing related to, who was making or describing the crossing, and in which circumstances the crossing was taking place (e.g., were others present?). After examining the video material, we turned to the students’ diaries. In contrast to our handling of the film material, our coding work with the diaries focused specifically on threshold crossing. We were interested in students’ comments concerning experiences of success or recognition, and the ways that “threshold crossing students” described their general experiences. These entries were highlighted, labeled, and used to develop explanations of how and why some students experienced threshold crossing.

As will be discussed in the next section, the question of why some students did not cross thresholds also surfaced during analysis. Specifically, a small number of students in the class did not manage to juggle after 10 lessons, at least not in the way they expected. With the previous analytic activities complete, we focused on the observation, interview, and diary data produced with these students and developed a theoretically grounded account of why these students did not manage to juggle in the same ways as their classmates.

Ethical principles. Ethical approval was granted by the Gothenburg Regional Research Ethical Review Committee. The research was conducted in accordance with the Swedish Research Council’s ethical guidelines. Participants and their guardians were informed about the project, its purpose, and how collected material would be used. Informed, active consent was obtained from the participants. Participants had the possibility to cease participation in the project at any time. One student chose to cease participation, and her/his data do not appear in this study. The use of video cameras raises issues of confidentiality, possibilities for anonymity, and privacy for all participants. The video-filmed material was only used for research purposes and was stored in a manner that prevents
identities and group membership. Students who grasped the juggling threshold during the lessons, the group who did not manage to cross the juggling threshold. In line with the aim of the study, these results provide an illustration of what can occur when movement education takes place in a physical education setting.

Findings

The idea of a corporeal threshold related to juggling serves to frame our description of the learning that occurred over the 10 lessons. We provide a brief explanation of the threshold, followed by a description of the group of students who had already crossed the juggling threshold when the lessons started, the group of students who crossed the threshold during the lessons, and the group who did not manage to cross the juggling threshold. In line with the aim of the study, these results provide an illustration of what can occur when movement education takes place in a physical education setting.

The Throw–Throw–Catch–Catch Threshold

Despite instructions to explore different ways of juggling rather than juggle three objects continuously and despite encouragement to develop an appreciation of aspects of juggling such as rhythm, timing, and weighting, practically all of the students identified a diagonal “throw–throw–catch–catch” pattern (see Figure 2) as the standard for knowing how to juggle. The movement pattern, accompanied by circular motions of the hands and an eye focus on the top of the implements’ flight trajectory, became the corporeal threshold for the class members to cross to “become jugglers.” In Irvine and Carmichael’s (2009) terms, the throw–throw–catch–catch constituted an element of the class’s “shared repertoire” (p. 104). It was a practice around which students negotiated identities and group membership. Students who grasped the “throw–throw–catch–catch” pattern became part of the group of “expert” jugglers within the class and could offer knowledgeable commentary to the researchers and their peers. Students who had not grasped the “throw–throw–catch–catch” pattern continued attempting to, in the words of one student, “keep three balls in the air.” For observers, a typical indication that a student had crossed the threshold was that they started to make small hand rotations in preparation for tossing the balls.

![Figure 2 — Throw–throw–catch–catch pattern.](image)

Already Crossed the Threshold

Over half of the students in the class (15/26) had already crossed the juggling threshold when the unit started. These students could perform the diagonal “throw–throw–catch–catch” pattern and could participate in most of the activities throughout the sequence. Although there were small differences, most of these students experimented with juggling in an integrative manner (Clouder, 2005), juggling with different objects and in different ways, and improved by being able to juggle for longer periods. A small group of these students were what we termed “extra engaged.” These students continued to practice when they were asked to listen to instructions and on occasion practiced after the lesson had finished. At the end of Lesson 3 for example, Tina was tossing a club while her peers were writing in their diaries. Despite friendly attempts from her partner to take the club, she persisted and went on to try looping the club behind her back. Her informal practicing lasted for approximately 4 min after most of the class had left the gym. It appeared difficult for these students to communicate why they attempted to experiment, as a short extract from the field notes suggests:

I have a brief conversation with Vincent. I ask him why he keeps trying new things. He says that he likes to challenge himself . . .

Vincent: I started with the rings because I saw someone else doing it.

D. Barker: And the basketballs?

Vincent: I play basketball. It’s harder. And I was trying with three balls but I couldn’t hold them all so I thought that it would be easier to kick one up.

D. Barker: Anything else?

Vincent: Yeah, I want to try with the juggling clubs. It feels like I have tried everything else. (Lesson 7, Observations)

Despite having difficulties accounting for why they were experimenting, by the end of the sequence these extra engaged students could juggle with four balls, and/or juggle balls and clubs simultaneously, and/or begin by juggling volleyballs with their feet and then change to the hands, for example.

Crossed the Threshold During the Teaching Sequence

Five of the 26 students started the sequence without knowing the “throw–throw–catch–catch” pattern but crossed the threshold during lessons. These students started with two balls and juggled by doing a “handball swap”—essentially tossing the first ball into the air, transferring the second ball quickly from the second hand to the first, and then catching the first ball in the empty hand. These five students indicated that there was something wrong or strange with their handball swap method and sought assistance from others. Eleanor for example, was comparing her swap method with two of her peers when one of us (G. Nyberg) joined her group. She showed G. Nyberg her handball swap while giggling and after a couple of attempts asked, “But how do you juggle anyway?” (Lesson 1, Observations).

The identification of something “wrong” with one’s knowledge is consistent with Meyer and Land’s (2012) description of how learners begin to understand troublesome concepts. Meyer and Land (2012) propose that threshold crossing often requires some form of provocation that prevents individuals from continuing with
the same understanding or practice. For Eleanor and the other novice jugglers who crossed the threshold, the presence of peers and the failure to “keep the balls in the air” provided sufficient stimulus for change.

Change was not instantaneous and developing a sensitivity to different juggling methods occurred as a liminal phase (Meyer & Land, 2003) where the students recognized a new way of juggling but could not enact it. This liminal phase was short for four of the five learners (juggling threshold crossed in the first or second lesson), but longer for the fifth learner (threshold crossed in Lesson 9). The phase involved unsuccessful attempts to cast all three balls into the air simultaneously and resulted in increased failures before the students began to demonstrate the throw–throw–catch–catch pattern.

The four students who crossed early in the sequence assumed a persistent attitude to juggling, characterized by moderate frustration and continual attempts. Near the start of the second lesson, Lina dropped her balls repeatedly. Her puff as she picked them up occurred just as G. Nyberg approached (Observation):

G. Nyberg: Lina, are you getting a bit angry now?
Lina: Yes, I’m getting angry now. (laughs)
G. Nyberg: Why? (laughs)
Lina: Because it’s not working! (laughs)
G. Nyberg: What’s not working?
Lina: Juggling!
G. Nyberg: Yes, but . . .
Lina: The balls are flying away!

Several scholars have noted relationships between emotions and identity (e.g., Clouder, 2005). Lucas and Mladenovic (2007) suggest that emotions such as anger and resentment may signal a “threshold concept in the vicinity” (p. 5). They claim that such negative emotions tend to precede threshold crossing and rather than barriers to learning, should be seen as signs of imminent threshold crossing. This contention is partly supported by our observations and we would add that students who did not cross the corporeal threshold also expressed frustration at times.

Finally, this group of students started to describe juggling with different terms. Instead of talking about “keeping three or more objects in the air” (Harry, Lesson 3, student who eventually crossed threshold in Lesson 9), they began to refer to rhythm and patterns. This change in talk is in line with threshold research that suggests that changes in learners’ ways of talking reflect changes in sense making (Meyer & Land, 2003). From a pedagogical perspective, this means that listening carefully to ways that learners describe lesson content and difficulties could be a way to facilitate learning, an idea we return to in the final section of the article.

**Did Not Cross the Threshold During the Sequence**

Six students in the class had not crossed the threshold when they started and did not cross the threshold during the sequence. In line with the teacher’s grouping strategy, these students were spread among the other students in the gym. They were difficult to identify without the assistance of the video footage because they engaged in ways similar to their peers. In Lesson 7, for example, when many students were experimenting with creative forms of juggling, Johan was attempting to juggle beanbags behind his back, despite claiming that he had not grasped the throw–throw–catch–catch pattern. This kind of mimicry is not uncommon among learners who are “stuck” (Kiley & Wisker, 2009), and Kiley (2009) suggests that learners who find themselves unable to cross thresholds often pretend to know what is required by “copying the language, behavior, and presentation of the perceived desirable understanding” (p. 294). At different points during our sequence, these students spent considerable time watching others juggle, searching for equipment with which to practice, or talking to practicing peers.

The “stuck” phase can be risky for learners in two ways. First, learners can lose confidence and question their contextualized identities (Kiley & Wisker, 2009), in this case as capable movement learners. Second, the activity can either lose, or fail to acquire, meaning for the learner (Meyer & Land, 2003). In either case, the likelihood of the learner crossing the threshold decreases rather than increases over time, making crossing a matter of relative urgency. A short interview from Lesson 7 illustrates a waning interest in juggling:

H. Larsson: Have you discovered something that you think, I need to be able to get this?
Johan: What I forget is, that when I’ve caught the ball, I need to throw it again.
H. Larsson: I think I understand. You mean that you find yourself standing with the balls in your hands?
Johan: Mm. When I’ve caught it I forget that I am supposed to throw it again . . .
H. Larsson: Oh, ok. Have you asked (teacher) what the next step might be? Or a friend?
Johan: Mm . . . no.
H. Larsson: Has someone said something? Maybe try it like this?
Johan: No.

As well as being stuck, these nonthreshold crossing students at times appeared isolated in group work situations (i.e., much of the sequence), as field notes from observations of Lesson 8 illustrate:

Linn, Anna and Hilda’s group. Neither Linn nor Anna can juggle with three balls but they are trying. Anna does not have the rhythm and tries to throw two balls simultaneously with her third toss . . . The other two girls in the group are “inward-oriented” and are not paying attention to Anna, let alone thinking about how they could help her. Group work is not working here.

On occasions when these students did participate in their groups’ conversations, it tended to be as the “ones who could not juggle yet” or the “ones who needed help” (Lesson 7, Observation). These students did not seem to benefit from the instructional/inspirational material or the assistance from their peers or teacher.

Somewhat unsurprisingly, these students expressed disappointment during the sequence. Åsa, for example, wrote as follows:

Own reflection—I’m getting really frustrated about not being able to juggle because I look around the room and see all those people who can juggle and I know that I want to be able to too and when I don’t get it, I get angry at myself for not getting it. But on the other hand, I would have been frustrated if I was alone and failed. I know that you have to fail about 100 or 1000 times before you succeed but when the exercises are getting...
harder and you feel that you’re not really getting anywhere, it becomes difficult not to be disappointed / angry with yourself. (Lesson 3, Diary)

Åsa’s entry is typical of the students who did not grasp the throw–catch pattern, particularly her claim that “everyone else can juggle.” They tended to withdraw from peers who had crossed the threshold and their participation was characterized by either individual “practicing” or help seeking.

Like frustration, emotions such as sadness and despondency can also be related to learners’ identities. Unlike frustration, sadness is more likely to be related to learners’ inability to leave behind old understandings (Lucas & Mladenovic, 2007) and prevent threshold crossing. Although it is difficult to say precisely what these students were unable to leave behind, our impression is that they had trouble relinquishing the idea that juggling was difficult and accepting that juggling with three balls is a simple activity. Regardless of cause, however, sadness and despondency appeared to be learning retardants.

Concluding Thoughts

The aim of this study was to describe student learning taking place in a physical education class when teacher and students attempted to develop movement capability. In addressing this aim, we have demonstrated the utility of a threshold approach. We have shown that movement activities such as juggling can be seen to contain corporeal thresholds, which are necessary for learners to cross if further capabilities are to be developed. We have suggested that learners’ participation in classes is significantly shaped by their relations to these thresholds. Furthermore, we have highlighted some of the affective elements of corporeal threshold crossing.

We would like to finish by returning to some of the issues raised in the previous section, and in the process, present reflections on implications for future research. The first concerns the ways learners talk and act. The threshold framework suggests that careful listening and observation can provide teachers with insights into learners’ development of movement capability. Particular descriptive terms and preparatory movements for example, signal learners’ approaches to ways of moving. Learners’ approaches can in turn, help or hinder their attempts to cross (corporeal) thresholds. The idea of sensitive listening/observing aligns with Almond’s (2013b) call for an empathetic pedagogy that accounts for how students in one physical education class engage in movement education in one of three ways: (a) capable movers who can use existing knowledge to experiment with new ways of moving in an integrative manner; (b) developing movers involved in a liminal process where their attempts to move in new ways are accompanied by frustration and brief moments of success; or (c) “stuck movers” who mimic the actions of others, are at risk of becoming isolated and despondent, and are unlikely to cross corporeal thresholds. This complexity has obvious implications for practice and educators may recognize similar forms of participation. In terms of research, however, diverse forms of participation encourage scholars—regardless of whether they are interested in direct instruction, nonlinear pedagogy, or embodied exploration—to place more emphasis on how learners engage with movement education. Greater awareness of this engagement will help scholars to refine principles, guidelines, models and activities, and assist movement educators in helping individuals move in new ways.
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